To solve problems of higher computational cost and lower convergence speed in collaborative optimization, a new relaxation cooperative optimization method of accelerating convergence is presented. The optimizations in this method are divided into two stages. In the accelerating convergence stage, the calculation method of relaxation factors is improved, relaxation factors are constructed according to the inconsistent information between each disciplinary optimal solution and their average value; in the optimization solving stage, the optimal solution in the former stage is taken as the initial point, relaxation factors with consistent precision are collaboratively optimized to obtain the final optimal solution. Finally, this optimization method is tested by a typical numerical example. Experimental results show that this method can reduce the computational cost and accelerate the convergence speed greatly.
INTRODUCTION
Collaborative Optimization Method [1] is an efficient and widely used multidisciplinary design optimization method. But it also has some shortcomings, such as, the consistency equality constraints in system level optimization are ideal [2] . System optimization is difficult under the condition of consistency equality constraints, thus the feasible region of system level optimization may not exit [3] . In addition, many research results show that the optimization results of the CO are sensitive to the initial point's selection and easily converged to the local optimal solution [4] . To solve these problems, the literature [5] proposed a relaxation factor method which change the equality constraints into inequality constraints. Two cases were analyzed separately in literature [6] when the initial points are inside or outside the feasible region. When the initial points are in the system feasible region, the dynamic relaxation factor method is invalided.
At present, the studies of CO method basically solved the problems of the inexistence of the feasible region in system level optimization and the sensitivity to initial point selection, but CO method still have problems of higher computational cost and lower convergence speed. Aiming at these problems, the relaxation factor calculation method is improved, a kind of accelerating convergence relaxation collaborative optimization (ACRCO) method put forward, and verified by an example in this paper.
ACCELERATING CONVERGENCE RELAXATION COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION
To solve the problems of large calculate cost and low efficiency in the CO method. ACRCO method is proposed in this paper, which definite the inconsistent information between each disciplinary optimization solution and their average value to measure the degree of inconsistency among different disciplines. To avoid ACRCO method's sensitivity to the initial point's selection, the progressive relaxation in literature [4] is borrowed to divide the ACRCO method into the accelerating convergence stage and the optimization solving stage. Furthermore, taking the optimal solution of accelerating convergence stage as the initial point of the solving optimization stage.
1.1Accelerating Convergence Stage
As the collaborative optimization, the distance between each disciplinary optimization solution and their average value is gradually shortened, which means the degree of inconsistency among different disciplinary optimization solutions is lower. Therefore, the inconsistent information between each disciplinary optimization solution and their average value can also be used to measure the degree of inconsistency among disciplines. In this paper, the relaxation factor calculation method is improved, relaxation factors are constructed according to the inconsistent information between each disciplinary optimal solutions and their average value. The specific calculation method is as follows:
To define the inconsistent information between each disciplinary optimization solution and their average value as follows:
Where x i * is the optimization result of subject i, z is the average value of each disciplinary optimization.
Use the relaxation factor calculation method in literature [2] and the calculation formula is:
Where µ is constant coefficient, and this value can guarantee the system level optimization go to the direction of reducing the inconsistent information among disciplines.
To ensure every subject is within the scope of the relaxation, h in form (2) should take the maximum value of the inconsistent information that between each disciplinary optimization solution and their average value.
Due to there are n inconsistent information between each disciplinary optimization solution and their average value. The numbers of inconsistent information among disciplines is n (n-1)/2. The computational complexity of maximizing n numbers is O (n), and the computational complexity of maximizing n (n-1)/2 numbers is O (n 2 ), By contrast the numbers of inconsistent information with the computing complexity of maximum value, the improved calculation method of the relaxation factors can effectively reduce the computational cost and the computing time, improve the efficiency of optimization.
Optimization Solving Stage
In the optimization solving stage, the optimal solution in accelerating convergence stage is taken as the initial point, static relaxation factor method is adopted to improve the collaborative optimization, and finally get the global optimal solution. The initial points have been in the nearby area of the global optimal solution, which prevent optimization to fall into a local optimal solution, and greatly reduce the iteration times [4] .
The key of static relaxation factor method is selecting reasonable relaxation factors. Research in literature [7] shows that when the relaxation factor is 10 -4
, it not only guarantee the accurate optimization results and reasonable convergence time, but also reduce the system level optimization difficulty, satisfy the consistency among different disciplines. Therefore, the relaxation factor is selected as 10 -4 in the optimization solving stage. Similarly, we can choose relaxation factors of different orders of magnitude depending on the actual problem.
EXAMPLE
The following numerical example study a constrained nonlinear optimization problem After joining the relaxation factor, it converted to CO model which including a system level optimization model and two subject level optimization models.
The system level optimization model: In order to verify that ACRCO method is efficient and feasible in all cases, this article selects four representative initial points. The initial point 1 and point 2 are within the feasible region while initial point 3 and point 4 are outside the feasible region. In ACRCO, take µ=0.8, respectively using standard CO method, dynamic relaxation method of CO and ACRCO method to optimize the numerical example.
Optimization results of the three optimization methods are shown in table 1-3 respectively. Constraint 1 and constraint 2's satisfaction degree can be used to evaluate each method's feasible degree. By the optimization results of table 1, the standard CO method cannot optimize the initial points which are within the feasible region, but can optimize the initial points which are outside the feasible region to the extreme value points near the initial points, which means CO method is sensitive to the initial point selection. It can only function on the initial points which are outside the feasible region and the optimization results are imprecise. By the optimization results of table 2, dynamic relaxation CO method also cannot optimize the initial points which are within the feasible region, but can optimize the initial points which are outside the feasible region to the local extremum points who are close to the globally optimal solution, .this optimization has low accuracy and large computational cost. The optimization results of table 3 show that four initial points are optimized to the nearby area of global optimal solution by ACRCO method. This optimization has good stability, high precision, fewer iteration times and higher efficiency. All the three methods meet the constraint conditions, which indicates that they have good feasibility.
CONCLUSIONS
In view of the current high computational cost and low efficiency in the CO optimization process, ACRCO optimization method is proposed. In accelerating convergence stage, using the averaging ideas to structure relaxation factors, accelerating the initial points which are far from the optimal solution to converge to the nearby area of the global optimal solution, reducing the computational cost. In optimization solving stage the static relaxation factor method is adopted, using the optimal solution in the former stage as the initial point to further speed up the convergence speed of the system, enhance the consistency among disciplines and guarantee the feasibility of this method. Finally, the stability and effectiveness of ACRCO method is verified by a typical numerical example.
